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Flash Presentations Next Class
Each registered student should present an idea for a paper weakly related to
urban economics or economic geography

Presentations can be very short: 5 minutes is fine, no longer than 10 minutes

Presentation should explain:
1. Question: What is the research question of your paper idea?
2. Motivation: Why is this important? Is it different from the existing literature in

method or context (ex: country, time)?
3. Implementation: how will you implement this idea? What data (if empirical)

and what methods?
4. Challenges: are there identification challenges or theoretical issues?

Most important are 1 and 2; you may not know 3 and 4 yet, and may even need
help from the class
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Leroy and Sonstelie
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Leroy and Sonstelie, JUE 1983
Paper tries to explain how commuting costs can affect location choices of rich and
poor

Shows that changes in fixed and variable costs of commuting, relative to wages,
can lead to different location patterns by income

Main intuition:
• when faster commuting technology is very expensive for poor than rich will

locate in suburbs to take advantage of cheaper housing
• when poor are able to afford this technology they also wish to live in suburbs,

bidding up suburban house prices, making central city locations more
attractive to rich

Argues that these predictions are consistent with location patterns of rich and poor
over a period of US history with significant innovation in transportation
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Commuting Modes

Two commuting modes m: automobile a and bus b, m ∈ {a,b}

Each commuting mode has a i) fixed cost (f m) ii) variable cost in distance (cm/2)
iii) time cost, measured in lost wages

Speed for each mode is 2 miles in tm hours, which implies 2∗ (1/tm) miles per hour

Daily commute is 2 ∗ d (back and forth at dist d to CBD), thus with wage w time
cost is: w ∗ d ∗ tm

They will normalize total time to 1 and thus wage with no commuting (d=0) is just w

Commuting cost: f m + cm ∗ d + w ∗ d ∗ tm

We assume cars are more costly in both fixed and variable costs, f a > f b, ca > cb,
but are faster ta < tb
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Commuting Mode Choice by Distance

When wages are “high enough” there will be a distance d∗ where the cost of
commuting by car is equal to that of the bus

This is because a high wage makes the marginal cost of commuting (wrt distance)
higher for buses than for cars: ca + w ∗ ta < cb + w ∗ tb

d∗ =
f a − f b

cb + w ∗ tb − ca − w ∗ ta (1)

Note: this distance d∗ could be beyond the city limits for low wages

Easiest to see this in a graph
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Commuting Cost by Distance

d*

fb

fa

slope: ca+ta*w

slope: cb+tb*w

car cost

bus costCost

Distance
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Commuting Cost: Zero Fixed Cost, Two Incomes

auto cost for poor, slope: ca+ta*wp

bus cost for poor, slope is cb+tb*wp

Cost

Distance

auto cost for rich, slope: ca+ta*wr

bus cost for rich, slope: cb+tb*wr

wp<(ca‐cb)/(tb‐ta)<wr
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Bid Rent by Commuting Mode

Consumers have utility over housing and numeraire U(h, z)

Budget constraint for mode m (total time is 1):
z + r(d) ∗ h + f m + cm ∗ d + w ∗ d ∗ tm = w

Bid rent is max r subject to U(h, z) = ū:

rm(d ;u,w) ≡ max
h,x

(
w − f m − cm ∗ d − w ∗ t ∗ dm − z

h

)
(2)

This gives gradient (envelope theorem) as

∂rm(d ;u,w)

∂d
= −cm + w ∗ tm

h
(3)

This Alonso-Muth condition replaces τ with marginal commuting cost
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Bid Rent by Distance

The bid-rent is then the envelope of the commuting mode bid-rent curves:
whichever is higher at distance d is the bid-rent curve

We know that costs of two commuting modes intersect at d∗ and thus bid-rent
must also intersect at this point

Note: housing is not a function of commute mode (parking might complicate this)
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Commuting Cost by Distance

72 LEROY AND SONSTELIE 

with gradient 

f(d; u, W) = - Cb +hwtb if dcd* 

ca + wta =- 
h if d>d* 

from (3). Thus the bid-rent function has a kink at d*, reflecting the switch 
to a faster mode of transportation at that location. A typical bid-rent 
function is drawn as Fig. 1. 

3. RESIDENTIAL EQUILIBRIA-ZERO FIXED COSTS 

We are now in a position to informally describe equilibrium residential 
patterns of different income groups and to determine how they vary with 
the material cost of the faster mode. Assume that two groups differing only 
in their income compete for housing in the city. Let w, be the wage of the 
rich and wP (< w,) be the wage of the poor. To illustrate the logic of our 
model, we first consider the case in which the fixed costs of both modes are 
zero. In that event, the break-even distance for a group is either zero or 
infinity, depending on whether the wage of that group is or is not high 
enough that the lower time cost of the faster mode offsets its higher material 
cost. Thus, if an income group uses a particular mode at one location, it 
does so at all locations. Now, suppose that the variable material cost of the 
faster mode falls steadily over time with respect to the wages of both groups. 
This assumption generates three different eras. In the first, the variable 
material cost of the car ca is so high that neither rich nor poor commute by 
car. In the second, ca is low enough to justify car commuting for the rich, 

d’ d 

FIG. 1. The bid-rent function. 
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Who Lives Where?

We now want to figure where the rich (wr ) and poor (wp) live in the city

All individuals in a group must have the same utility; rich utility should be higher
than poor utility

The group with the highest bid-rent for each location lives in that spot

Question: if the rich have more income, how can the poor have a higher bid-rent
curve at some locations?

When two bid rent curves intersect at distance d , the group with the steeper bid
rent gradient must live on the side closer to the CBD

We first examine the simple case of zero fixed costs in commuting–why is this
simpler?
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Zero Fixed Cost

With zero fixed costs the commuting cost of one mode is always higher than the
other, for each group (the cost lines never intersect or d∗ = 0)

This means that each group will only use one commuting mode at all distances

Say ca is so high that both groups commute by bus b, ca + ta ∗ wr > cb + tb ∗ wr ,
who will live where?

Turns out it depends on whether the effect of income on housing demand is
greater than the effect of income on marginal commuting costs:

Do the rich live in the center because their time is so valuable or do they live in the
suburbs because they have high housing demand?
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Commuting and Housing Income Elasticities
When both commute by bus, the poor will live closer to the CBD if their bid-rent
curve is steeper at the intersection with bid-rent curve of rich:

cp + wp ∗ tp
hp

>
cr + wr ∗ tr

hr
(7)

Define Mg ≡ cg + wg ∗ tg and then let ηc and ηh be the arc elasticities of
commuting cost and housing wrt income:

ηc =

Mr −Mp
Mp

wr −wp
wp

and ηh =

hr −hp
hp

wr −wp
wp

Then if ηh > ηc the rich live in the suburbs and the poor closer to the CBD; we
often assume ηc > ηh (as does this paper)

Notice that ηc ≈ 1 when cp = cr and cp is small
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Three Eras

“Paradise Lost” and “Paradise Regained” are famous poems by John Milton (17th
century England); authors use these to describe location patterns

1. Paradise: cars are very expensive, both groups use bus, rich live in center
2. Paradise Lost: variable cost of auto drops enough relative to wages that rich

can afford cars but poor cannot; rich live in suburbs, poor in center
3. Paradise Regained: variable cost of auto drops so much both groups can

afford cars; rich again live in center, poor in suburbs
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Paradise and Paradise Regained

Paradise
• if both groups use bus then we already know location pattern depends on ηc

vs ηh

• Author argues that variable commuting cost of bus cb is low and thus ηc ≈ 1.
Empirical evidence argues for ηh < 1 and thus if both groups commute by bus
the rich live in center.

Paradise Regained
• authors make same argument that when ca has fallen sufficiently so that both

groups can afford cars then ηc > ηh

Most interesting case is Paradise Lost: why do rich live in suburbs when poor can’t
afford cars but then in center when the poor also drive (Paradise Regained)?
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Paradise Lost

Variable commuting cost ca is such that the rich drive, poor take bus

Question is how gradients compare at intersection point:

cb + wp ∗ tb
hp

>
ca + wr ∗ ta

hr
(PL)

Since ca > cb, wr > wp, and ta < tb, it’s possible that marginal commuting costs
are lower for the rich, or that housing demand hr is large enough to make PL true

Notice that when the rich live in the suburbs they will enjoy low housing prices
because there is no competition for space from the poor, who cannot drive
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Leroy and Sonstelie Model: Adding Fixed Costs
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Appendix: LR Model with Positive Fixed Costs

With positive fixed costs we can have equilibria where both groups use both
commuting modes if fixed and variable commuting costs are low enough

Then each group will have a separate distance where commuting by car becomes
cheaper, d∗

r and d∗
p

For d < d∗
r , rich and poor use buses, for d∗r < d the rich drive but the poor still

take the bus

This is the Paradise case where rich live in the center
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Paradise with Fixed Costs

PARADISE LOST AND REGAINED 75 

the downtown residential area under exactly those conditions analyzed in 
the preceding section (see Fig. 2). Assume now that f” and ca drop enough 
relative to incomes that the rich can economically commute by car, at least 
for sufficiently long commuting distances, but not so much that the poor 
also find car travel economical for commutes of any length. In terms of our 
model we are assuming that the relative costs of car commuting have fallen 
enough that d: lies well inside the boundary of the city, but that dp* is still 
either infinite or very high. The city can then be divided into two zones. In 
zone 1, defined by 0 < d < d:, both groups commute by bus, while in zone 
2, defined by d > d :, the poor commute by bus but the rich by car. Of 
course, this classification does not tell us which income group lives at a 
particular location; it only describes the mode of transportation used by 
whichever group lives there. A boundary between the residential areas of the 
rich and the poor is possible in either zone 1 or 2. If the only boundary 
occurs in zone 1, as in the paradise equilibrium, the rich will live on the 
CBD side of that boundary under the maintained assumptions. But as f” 
and ca drop relative to wages, d: decreases and the supply of land available 
in zone 1 diminishes. At some point not enough land will remain to 
accommodate the housing demands of the rich; consequently, there must 
come into existence a boundary in zone 2. At such a boundary the rich will 
commute by car and the poor by bus, and therefore, as pointed out above, 
the bid-rent function of the rich may be flatter than that of the poor. In that 
event the rich will have a comparative advantage living on the suburban side 
of the boundary. We see that the decline in the material costs of car 
commuting will sooner or later lead some of the rich to buy cars and move 

FIG. 2. Paradise. 20 / 55
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Paradise Lost with Fixed Costs

As f a and ca drop further the d∗ points shift closer to the CBD, decreasing the
area where the rich would want to live in the center and take the bus

Some rich will now decide to live in suburbs and drive

As costs continue to decline all of the rich may then move to the suburbs (Paradise
Lost)
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Paradise Lost with Fixed Costs

76 LEROY AND SONSTELIE 

to the suburbs (Fig. 3a). Note that the residential equilibrium just described, 
in which some of the rich commute by bus and some by car, and in which 
the downtown and far-suburban residential areas of the rich are separated 
by a near-suburban area populated by poor bus commuters, depends 
essentially on the presence of fixed costs, since we have the rich using 
different modes at different locations. Depending on parameter values, 
however, it may or may not be the case that all the rich will eventually move 
to the suburbs (as illustrated in Fig. 3b). Any residential equilibrium in 
which the outermost residential area is occupied by the rich using cars will 
be termed a paradise lost equilibrium, although the term evidently applies 
better to equilibria of the type indicated in Fig. 3b than to that shown in 
Fig. 3a. 

But now assume that in the fixed and variable material cost of car 
transportation drops further. Evidently the comparative advantage of the 
rich in bearing high material cost is diminished. At some point the poor, 
commuting by car, will become the high bidders for land for suburban 
homes, again by virtue of the maintained assumption that the income 
elasticity of marginal commuting cost is greater than the income elasticity of 
housing demand when both groups use the same mode. Accordingly, a new 
boundary between the rich and the poor will occur in the region in which 
both groups commute by car. When this occurs, the paradise lost era will 
have ended, since the rich no longer occupy the urban periphery. With the 
rich becoming less effective in competing for housing in the suburbs, due to 
the decline in the material cost of car ownership, they must be competing 

FIG. 3. Paradise lost. 22 / 55
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Paradise Regained

Now as f a and ca drop further the poor also drive in the suburbs, putting pressure
on suburban housing prices

This pressure causes some rich to move back to the center but some rich also
stay in the suburbs

This creates four zones: rich bus, poor bus, rich auto, poor auto; the authors call
this regentrifiction

Finally, costs fall enough that we get the Paradise Regained equilibrium with rich in
the center (both bus and auto) and poor in the suburbs

Note: authors show case where poor only drive in suburbs but an equilibrium
where they also use the bus (and then car) might be possible depending upon
population sizes
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Regentrification

PARADISE LOST AND REGAINED 77 

relatively more effectively elsewhere, comparative advantage being what it 
is. The indicated area is, of course, the innermost urban residential area, 
where the rich also have a comparative advantage, since there both groups 
would commute by the same mode. This improvement in the competitive 
position of the rich in bidding for land in the innermost residential area will 
eventually establish them as dominant bidders (if they were not at the 
outset). Thus, the advent of the poor as car commuters in the outermost 
residential areas will be accompanied by a return of some of the rich to the 
downtown areas. We have the regentrification equilibrium depicted in Fig. 
4. Again, a qualification is in order. Depending on the relative populations 
of rich and poor, the rich may not ever entirely evacuate the downtown 
under the paradise lost equilibrium, in which event regentrification would 
refer to an increase in the size of the innermost residential area occupied by 
the rich, rather than to the creation of such a region. It may seem puzzling 
that a decrease in the cost of car transportation induces some of the rich to 
give up their cars and move to the city. It is less so if one recalls that mode 
choice depends on location, which in turn depends on comparative and not 
absolute advantage. With this in mind, it is not surprising that a decrease in 
material transportation cost will induce some of the poor to buy cars and 
displace some of the rich in the suburbs, with the reverse occurring in the 
city center. 

In choosing where to live, the rich and the poor do not think in terms of 
comparative advantage, of course, but simply do the best they can for 
themselves subject to incomes and prices. The poor see that a decrease in 
the variable material cost of car commuting means that they can get a car 

4 db d 

FIG. 4. Regentrification. 
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Paradise Regained with Fixed Costs78 LEROY AND SONSTELIE 

d; d; d 

FIG. 5. Paradise regained. 

and move to the suburbs where housing is cheaper. The rich, on the other 
hand, who were willing to commute long distances when suburban real 
estate was very inexpensive, now see that (because the poor are bidding for 
suburban housing) suburban housing prices have risen to the point that the 
differential between suburban and urban housing prices no longer justifies 
the high time cost of commuting. Some, therefore, move downtown, where 
the short commuting time offsets the somewhat higher cost of housing. 

As the material cost of car transportation declines, the rich using cars will 
become increasingly effective bidders for the land occupied during the 
regentrification era by poor bus commuters; the latter, in turn, find it 
increasingly attractive to acquire a car and move to the distant suburbs. 
Eventually the poor will be entirely displaced in the intermediate region, 
resulting in a pattern in which the innermost residential area is occupied by 
rich bus commuters (as in the regentrification equilibrium), the intermediate 
region is occupied by rich car commuters, and the suburbs by poor car 
commuters. This new equilibrium, paradise regained, resembles the original 
paradise pattern in that all the rich reside in the area closest to the CBD, 
whereas all the poor live in the more distant areas of the city (Fig. 5). 

5. THE HISTORICAL RECORD 

We have presented a model that relates urban residential patterns to the 
availability of a fast mode of transportation that is cheap enough to be used 
economically by the rich but is too costly for the poor. To simplify 
drastically, when such a mode exists (paradise lost), the rich live in the 
suburbs and the poor downtown. When such a mode is not available, either 
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Evidence from US Transport History
1. In 18th and 1st half of 19th century everyone walks so rich live in center

(Paradise)
2. From 1830-1850 the “omnibus” and commuter rail started being used but

commuting was only affordable for very rich; some very rich use these and
move into suburbs (Paradise Lost)

3. Next, in 1850’s and 1860’s streetcar is introduced; commuting by street car is
expensive but affordable for professional workers, wealthy suburbs grow in
size (more Paradise Lost)

4. Streetcar gets cheaper and cheaper but before Paradise Regained occurs the
car is invented. This new technology is faster but expensive, thus rich
continue to live in suburbs (and middle class or poor can take street car)

5. Finally, authors argue that in 1980’s as cars become cheaper there is
evidence of rich moving back to cities
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Jerch, Barwick, Li, and Wu, “Road Rationing Policies and
Housing Markets”, WP 2021
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Jerch et. al.: Class Discussion

1. What is the main research question of the paper? What are they trying to
estimate?

2. What prediction do they take from the theoretical model?
3. What data are they using? What is the identification strategy?
4. What are the results? Do you find them convincing and robust?
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Jerch et. al.: Main Idea
In July 2008 Beijing started a road rationing policy (RRP) limiting drivers to only
driving half the week (or later 4 of 5 workdays)

Drivers in Beijing tend to be upper-income workers, poor use subway, walking, and
biking

Policy thus provides arguably exogenous increase in transport cost that only
affects upper income residents

Authors use data on real estate transactions and government subsidized
mortgages (provident fund) to evaluate effect of RRP on house price gradients to
CBDs and subway stations

Further, they examine whether changes in gradients differ by income

Consistent with no fixed cost LS model, they find RRP causes steeper price
gradients and steeper income gradients
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Transportation Cost
Budget constraint where T () is commuting time, w is wage per unit time, y is total
income:
z + ph + w ∗ T (n, x , δ) = y

T (n, x , δ) = n
[
δ

ω
+

x
σ

]
+ (1 − n)

x
ν

(1)

n: likelihood of taking subway, assume n = 1 for poor

δ is distance to subway, x is dist to closest CBD

ω is walking speed (dist/time), σ subway speed, ν driving speed

Assume driving faster than subway: x
ν <

(
δ
ω + x

σ

)
Note: model assumes distance from subway to CBD same as from house to CBD,
or δ is very small compared to x . Empirically not true for large x (suburbs), but
empirical specification will have jiedao/zipcode FE.
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Bid-rent Gradients
They derive the bid-rent gradients in exactly the same way as Brueckner by using
consumer optimization conditions (FOC wrt z,h) and spatial equilibrium condition
(total differentiate equation)

∂p
∂x

= −
[

n
σ
+

1 − n
ν

]
w
h

(2)

∂p
∂δ

= −
[n
ω

] w
h

(3)

Like Leroy and Sonstelie, the gradients are analogous to −τ/h: we replace the

marginal cost of distance τ with the marginal cost of distance to CBD or subway in
terms of lost wages

Note: n() can be a function of both δ and x–authors are not assuming gradients
are orthogonal
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Who Lives Where in Beijing?
Assuming slope of bid-rent monotonically declines from CBD (always get flatter
with x), then we only need to know slope at a given distance to know who (rich,
poor) lives where: ∂pr

∂x <>
∂pp
∂x[nr

σ + 1−nr
ν

] wr
hr

<>
[

np
σ +

1−np
ν

]
wp
hp

Authors assume np = 1 so term in brackets is greater for poor

Key is then how w/h compares for two groups, same as LS model: if income
elasticity of housing consumption exceeds income elasticity of commuting, then
poor live closer to CBD

However, in this paper authors don’t try to explain who lives where, but simply note
that RRP increase nr , thus rich are more likely to live closer than before RRP

Similar derivation and explanation for distance to subway δ
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Effect of RRP on Bid-rent Gradients

Authors assume that RRP leads to an increase in nr and no change in np (np = 1).
Then show effect of increase in n on each gradient is:

∂2p
∂x∂n

= −w
h

[
1
σ
− 1

ν

]
(6)

∂2p
∂x∂n

= −w
h

[
1
ω

]
(7)

Model implies that RRP will lead to steeper gradients (both from CBDs and
subway stations), and that change in gradient slopes should be larger for rich
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Illustration of Theoretical Prediction

From Equation 11, the left-hand side is equivalently:

−n
ω
w = ∂p

∂δ
h→ ∂p

∂δ
= −n

ω

w

h

which is Equation 3 in the main text. Appendix Figure A15 graphically depicts ∂p
∂x and ∂p

∂δ . The same

framework is applicable whether the origin is the central business district with distance x or a subway

station with distance δ. Rich and Poor have different slopes which are dictated by their, respective,

costs of commuting and time value. This paper’s empirical approach estimates the magnitude of the

change in slope from Rich0 to Rich1 following the road rationing policy.

Figure A15: Urban Land Use and Equilibrium Sorting with Income Heterogeneity

x or δ (distance)
CBD or

p (price/m2)

Subway

Rich0Rich0

Poor

Rich1

Rich0Poor0

Poor1 Rich1

RRP

Note: y-axis is price per square meter and the x-axis is distance from the CBD or a subway station, respectively. Location
in the city is defined by x conditional on δ and vice verca. Each income group has a distinct bid-rent gradient. Let
εh,y > εt,y (i.e., income elasticity of housing > income elasticity of time costs). Consequently, the poor have a steeper
gradient than the rich, ex ante. The RRP increases the cost of commuting for the rich, thus they increase their demand
for locations proximate to both the CBD and subway stations, depicted as a tilt from Rich0 to Rich1. The RRP identifies

∂p2

∂x∂(RRP ) and ∂p2

∂δ∂(RRP ) . The RRP causes the price per square meter to increase for all units from the intersection of
Poor and Rich1 to the intersection of Poor and Rich0. This also causes the rich to outbid the poor for units along the
x-axis within the horizontal dotted lines.

63
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Jerch, Barwick, Li, and Wu, 2021: Estimation Strategy and
Results
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Estimation Strategy

The model predicts that the house price gradients (CBD, subway station) will
steepen after RRP and higher incomes will move closer.

How can the authors evaluate these hypotheses?

What identification challenges are there? How will address these?
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Empirical Specifications
Price of house i in jiedao j at time t over 28 quarters q:

ln(pijt) =
28∑

q=1

κq(Kmit × Dq) + αKmit + Xijtθ + γj + τt + ϵijt (8)

Notation: Kmit is distance to nearest CBD or subway, X is vector of controls, γj is
jiedao FE, τ is time FE (they try various ones)

Why do they call this difference-in-difference?

Income specification: distance as function of income Iizt with zipcode z level data

ln(Kmizt) =
28∑

q=1

αq(Iizt × Dq) + ϕln(Iizt) + Ziztθ + ξz + τt + µizt (9)
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Example Map of Spatial Variation
Figure A4: Neighborhood Variation

Sources: Beijing Real estate data; mortgage application data. Figure shows a southwest section of central Beijing, between the second and third ring roads. Road
Rationing Policy effects are identified based off of variation in distance to subway stations, or distance to the nearest CBD across housing units within a jiedao.

48
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CBDs in Beijing
Figure A5: Business Districts of Beijing

Note: Figure shows employment concentration by transportation analysis zone (TAZ), the sampling unit used by the
Beijing Transportation Institute for their commuting surveys. “Count of Jobs” measures the frequency from 2005-2014
with which home buyers reported the location of their employer in that TAZ. Employer locations sourced from the
mortgage application data. See Section 2 for details.

49
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Price Gradient to CBDs: Binned Means
Figure 1: The Bid-Rent Gradient and Beijing’s Road Rationing Policy

Note: Figures plot the mean ln(price/sqm in U2007) for each of 20 distance bins. Each dot represents 6,200 and 12,870
observations per bin in pre- and post-RRP periods, respectively. Panel A means are residualized by distance to the
nearest subway. Panel B means are residualized by distance to the central business district. “Central Business District”
defined as the closest of 7 main business districts. ρ(pre) and ρ(post) are regression coefficients. Includes years 2005-2014.
Source: Real estate transaction dataset.
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Income Gradient to CBDs
Figure 2: The Income Sorting Gradient and Beijing’s Road Rationing Policy

Note: Figure plots mean distance for each of 20 income bins. Each dot represents 840 and 3670 observations per bin in
pre- and post-RRP periods, respectively. Panel A means are residualized by ln(distance to the nearest subway). Panel
B means are residualized by ln(distance to central business district). “Central Business District” defined as the closest
of 7 main business districts. ρ(pre) and ρ(post) are regression coefficients. Includes years 2005-2014. Source: Mortgage
application dataset.
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Price Gradient to CBDs: Event Study

Figure 3: The Effect of Road Rationing on the Price Premium for Proximity

Note: For both figures: each dot shows the change in ln(price/sqm in U2007) for a 1 km increase in distance to a CBD (Panel A)
or subway station (Panel B) at each quarter between Jan 2005 and Dec 2011 relative to the omitted quarter, July-October 2008.
Dashed lines show 95% confidence intervals. Controls include fixed effects for unit type (resale or newsale), jiedao, and year-quarter;
as well as controls for age, age2, size, floor-area ratio, green space, property management fee, parking fee, number of housing units
and building units in complex, and unit size. Standard errors clustered at jiedao level. Panel A controls for distance to subway.
CBD defined as the closest of 7 main business districts. Sample restricted to units located within 10km of their closest CBD. Panel
B controls for distance to CBD and subway line fixed effects to capture network heterogeneity across stations.
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Income Gradient to CBDs: Event Study
Figure 4: Effect of Road Rationing on the Price Gradient w.r.t Subway Distance by Distance Bin

Note: Figure plots αb, estimates of the average change in ln(price/sqm in U2007) following the RRP by half-kilometer
distance bins to subway stations (Bb): ln(yijt) =

∑
b
αb(Bb × RRPt) +

∑
b
κb(Bb) + ρRRPt + Xijtθ + γj + τt + εijt.

The reference bin includes housing units over 5 kilometers from subway stations. Dashed lines represent 95% confidence
intervals. Includes transactions from July 2005 through July 2011. Controls (X) include fixed effects for unit type (resale
or newsale), jiedao (γj), subway line, year, month of transaction (τ), total number of floors in building, decoration level,
whether at top floor, and facing direction; as well as controls for age, age2, size, floor-area ratio, green space, number of
housing units and building units in complex, and unit size. Standard errors clustered at jiedao level.
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Income Gradient to CBDs: Event Study
Figure 5: Road Rationing and Income Sorting Gradients

Note: Panel A shows the partial effect of income on distance to the nearest CBD. Panel B shows the partial effect
of income on distance to the nearest subway station. For both figures: each dot shows the change in ln(distance) per
thousand yuan of monthly income at each quarter between January 2005 and December 2011 relative to the omitted
quarter, July-October 2008. Dashed lines show 95% confidence intervals. We use similar controls as in Figure 3 but
we replace housing unit controls with demographic controls, and we utilize zip code fixed effects. Demographic controls
include fixed effects for year, month, neighborhood, age, rank, education, and experience of buyers. Standard errors
clustered by zip code.
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Income Gradient to Subway: Event Study

Figure 5: Road Rationing and Income Sorting Gradients
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of income on distance to the nearest subway station. For both figures: each dot shows the change in ln(distance) per
thousand yuan of monthly income at each quarter between January 2005 and December 2011 relative to the omitted
quarter, July-October 2008. Dashed lines show 95% confidence intervals. We use similar controls as in Figure 3 but
we replace housing unit controls with demographic controls, and we utilize zip code fixed effects. Demographic controls
include fixed effects for year, month, neighborhood, age, rank, education, and experience of buyers. Standard errors
clustered by zip code.
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RRP on CBDs Price Gradient: Twoway FE
Table 2: The Effect of Road Rationing on the Price Gradient w.r.t. CBD Distance

Outcome: ln(price/sq.m.) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Km to CBD x RRP -0.005 -0.014∗∗ -0.013∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗∗ -0.019∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.007) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007)
Km to CBD -0.035∗∗∗ -0.005 0.012 0.010 0.015

(0.009) (0.017) (0.017) (0.016) (0.017)
Avg Proximity Premium / Km $425.59 $1187.01 $1141.44 $1079.57 $1602.42
Jiedao FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y
Year-Month FE Y
DistrictxYear-Month Trend Y
Observations 82002 82002 82002 82002 82002
Adjusted R2 0.184 0.513 0.609 0.619 0.614
Note: Dependent variable is ln(total price per square meter in 2007 real Yuan). Standard errors clustered
at jiedao level. Sample spans July 20, 2007 - July 20, 2009. All specifications include year and month fixed
effects. Average price premium is evaluated at a unit size of 122 sq.m., the size at the mean distance to the
nearest business district (5km and 7km), and at a conversion rate of 6.95 yuan per USD. Controls include
fixed effects for unit type (newsale vs resale), top floor, floor level, facing direction, no. bedrooms, decoration
level, ownership type, and total number of floors in building. Continuous controls include distance to nearest
subway station, age, age2, size, floor-area ratio, green space, property management fees, parking fees, and
size, number of housing units and number of buildings of the complex.∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 3: The Effect of Road Rationing on the Price Gradient w.r.t. Subway Distance

Outcome: ln(price/sq.m) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Km to Subway x RRP -0.046∗∗ -0.041∗∗∗ -0.038∗∗∗ -0.033∗∗∗ -0.037∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.009)
Km to Subway -0.048∗∗∗ -0.004 -0.016 -0.011 -0.013

(0.014) (0.011) (0.009) (0.008) (0.010)
Avg Proximity Premium / Km $3772.96 $3371.82 $3111.84 $2683.51 $3032.76
Jiedao & Subway Line FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y
Year-Month FE Y
DistrictxYear-Month Trend Y
Observations 82002 82002 82002 81995 82002
Adjusted R2 0.161 0.524 0.614 0.619 0.617
Note: Dependent variable is ln(price per square meter in 2007 real Yuan). Standard errors clustered at jiedao
level. Sample spans July 20, 2007 - July 20, 2009. All specifications include year and month fixed effects.
Average price premium is evaluated at a unit size of 115 sq.m., the size at the mean distance (between 2km
and 4km) to the nearest subway station, and at a conversion rate of 6.95 yuan per USD. Controls include
fixed effects for unit type (newsale vs resale), top floor, floor level, facing direction, no. bedrooms, decoration
level, ownership type, and total number of floors in building. Continuous controls include distance to nearest
CBD, age, age2, size, floor-area ratio, green space, property management fees, parking fees, and size, number
of housing units and number of buildings of the complex.∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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RRP on Subway Price Gradient: Twoway FE

Table 2: The Effect of Road Rationing on the Price Gradient w.r.t. CBD Distance

Outcome: ln(price/sq.m.) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Km to CBD x RRP -0.005 -0.014∗∗ -0.013∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗∗ -0.019∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.007) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007)
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(0.009) (0.017) (0.017) (0.016) (0.017)
Avg Proximity Premium / Km $425.59 $1187.01 $1141.44 $1079.57 $1602.42
Jiedao FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y
Year-Month FE Y
DistrictxYear-Month Trend Y
Observations 82002 82002 82002 82002 82002
Adjusted R2 0.184 0.513 0.609 0.619 0.614
Note: Dependent variable is ln(total price per square meter in 2007 real Yuan). Standard errors clustered
at jiedao level. Sample spans July 20, 2007 - July 20, 2009. All specifications include year and month fixed
effects. Average price premium is evaluated at a unit size of 122 sq.m., the size at the mean distance to the
nearest business district (5km and 7km), and at a conversion rate of 6.95 yuan per USD. Controls include
fixed effects for unit type (newsale vs resale), top floor, floor level, facing direction, no. bedrooms, decoration
level, ownership type, and total number of floors in building. Continuous controls include distance to nearest
subway station, age, age2, size, floor-area ratio, green space, property management fees, parking fees, and
size, number of housing units and number of buildings of the complex.∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 3: The Effect of Road Rationing on the Price Gradient w.r.t. Subway Distance

Outcome: ln(price/sq.m) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Km to Subway x RRP -0.046∗∗ -0.041∗∗∗ -0.038∗∗∗ -0.033∗∗∗ -0.037∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.009)
Km to Subway -0.048∗∗∗ -0.004 -0.016 -0.011 -0.013

(0.014) (0.011) (0.009) (0.008) (0.010)
Avg Proximity Premium / Km $3772.96 $3371.82 $3111.84 $2683.51 $3032.76
Jiedao & Subway Line FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y
Year-Month FE Y
DistrictxYear-Month Trend Y
Observations 82002 82002 82002 81995 82002
Adjusted R2 0.161 0.524 0.614 0.619 0.617
Note: Dependent variable is ln(price per square meter in 2007 real Yuan). Standard errors clustered at jiedao
level. Sample spans July 20, 2007 - July 20, 2009. All specifications include year and month fixed effects.
Average price premium is evaluated at a unit size of 115 sq.m., the size at the mean distance (between 2km
and 4km) to the nearest subway station, and at a conversion rate of 6.95 yuan per USD. Controls include
fixed effects for unit type (newsale vs resale), top floor, floor level, facing direction, no. bedrooms, decoration
level, ownership type, and total number of floors in building. Continuous controls include distance to nearest
CBD, age, age2, size, floor-area ratio, green space, property management fees, parking fees, and size, number
of housing units and number of buildings of the complex.∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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RRP on CBDs Income Gradient: Twoway FE

Table 4: The Effect of Road Rationing on Income Sorting w.r.t. CBD Distance

Outcome: ln(km to CBD) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Monthly Income× RRP -0.001 -0.004∗ -0.005∗∗ -0.005∗∗ -0.004∗

(0.012) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Monthly Income -0.090∗∗∗ -0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000

(0.012) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Zip FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y
Year-Month FE Y
DistrictxYear-Month Trend Y
Observations 8107 8107 8107 8107 8107
Adjusted R2 0.196 0.942 0.944 0.944 0.946
Note: Dependent variable is ln(Km to CBD). Income is household monthly income (’000
yuan). Standard errors clustered by zip code. Sample spans July 20, 2007-July 20, 2009.
All specifications include controls for year, month, and distance to subway. Controls
include husband and wife age, employment rank, education, employer type, and tenure. ∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 5: The Effect of Road Rationing on Income Sorting w.r.t. Subway Distance

Outcome: ln(km to subway) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Monthly Income× RRP 0.004 -0.006 -0.007∗ -0.007∗∗ -0.007∗∗

(0.008) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Monthly Income -0.018∗∗ 0.005∗ 0.006∗∗ 0.006∗∗ 0.006∗∗

(0.009) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Zip & Subway Line FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y
Year-Month FE Y
DistrictxYear-Month Trend Y
Observations 8107 8107 8107 8107 8107
Adjusted R2 0.649 0.927 0.928 0.928 0.930
Note: Dependent variable is ln(Km to Subway). Income is household monthly income
(’000 yuan). Standard errors clustered by zip code. Sample spans July 20, 2007-July 20,
2009. All specifications include controls for year, month, and distance to nearest CBD.
Controls include husband and wife age, employment rank, education, employer type, and
tenure. Subway Line FE is a fixed effect for the subway line associated with the housing
unit’s closest subway station. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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RRP on Subway Income Gradient: Twoway FE
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Robustness Checks

“The identifying assumption is that housing prices and location choices would
have trended similarly with respect to their distances to subways and CBDs in
absence of the RRP.”

Authors show there are no trends in price gradients or income sorting in quarters
before RRP (short-run). Is this assumption consistent with the AMM model in the
long run?

Concern: Subway stations that open after RRP could be an effect of the policy; ex,
RRP increases housing prices and then new stations are placed in areas with
growing prices

Checks: i) limit sample to houses near subways built before RRP ii) instrument for
subway placement using old plan iii) test sensitivity of results to inclusion of
different controls
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Example: Closed City, Population Increase
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Discussion

Impressive paper, great example of testing monocentric city model’s predictions
for price and income sorting

Shows that transportation policy changes can have general equilibrium effects
through prices that differ by group (ex: income groups)

Thoughts? Comments?
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